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Mario Vargas LlosaMario Vargas Llosa

 Peruvian writer, Winner of the Peruvian writer, Winner of the 
Nobel Prize for Literature, 2010Nobel Prize for Literature, 2010

 Presidential Candidate of Presidential Candidate of 
FREDEMO Coalition, 1990; lost to FREDEMO Coalition, 1990; lost to 
Alberto FujimoriAlberto Fujimori

 Currently teaching in Princeton Currently teaching in Princeton 
University (Fall 2010)University (Fall 2010)
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The Nobel prize in Literature to The Nobel prize in Literature to 

““the person who shall have produced the person who shall have produced 
in the field of literature the most in the field of literature the most 
outstanding work in an ideal outstanding work in an ideal 
direction”direction”

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/shortfacts.htmlhttp://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/shortfacts.html  
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Llosa was chosenLlosa was chosen  “for his “for his 
cartography of structures of cartography of structures of 
power and his trenchant images power and his trenchant images 
of the individual’s resistance, of the individual’s resistance, 
revolt and defeat”revolt and defeat”  

http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE6961NZ20101007 http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE6961NZ20101007 
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 ““I believe that man will not merely endure: I believe that man will not merely endure: 
he will prevail. He is immortal, not because he will prevail. He is immortal, not because 
he alone among creatures has an he alone among creatures has an 
inexhaustible voice, but because he has a inexhaustible voice, but because he has a 
soul, a spirit capable of compassion and soul, a spirit capable of compassion and 
sacrifice and endurance. The poet's, the sacrifice and endurance. The poet's, the 
writer's, duty is to write about these things” writer's, duty is to write about these things” 

  http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1949/faulkner-speech.htmlhttp://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1949/faulkner-speech.html
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 "Llosa, a former Peruvian presidential "Llosa, a former Peruvian presidential 
candidate, writes as one who knows his candidate, writes as one who knows his 
political and historical material intimately. political and historical material intimately. 
The author of novels (e.g., The Green The author of novels (e.g., The Green 
House) that explore the nature of House) that explore the nature of 
narrative, he also writes as one who narrative, he also writes as one who 
knows intimately how stories are knows intimately how stories are 
constructed,…constructed,…
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……be they in the form of literature be they in the form of literature 
or the narrative of fear and or the narrative of fear and 
mythology created by a dictator mythology created by a dictator 
to stay in power." - Steve to stay in power." - Steve 
Tomasula, Review of Tomasula, Review of 
Contemporary Fiction Contemporary Fiction 
(Spring/2002) (Spring/2002) 
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 "The bold, dynamic and "The bold, dynamic and 
endlessly productive imagination endlessly productive imagination 
of the Peruvian novelist Mario of the Peruvian novelist Mario 
Vargas Llosa, one of the writing Vargas Llosa, one of the writing 
giants of our time, is something giants of our time, is something 
truly to be admired…truly to be admired…
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   …   …It feeds almost always on the It feeds almost always on the 
material of history and transforms material of history and transforms 
such matter into fiction quite personal such matter into fiction quite personal 
without ever losing the effect of without ever losing the effect of 
universality." - Alan Cheuse, San universality." - Alan Cheuse, San 
Francisco Chronicle (7/12/2003)Francisco Chronicle (7/12/2003)  
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BooksBooks

The Time of the HeroThe Time of the Hero, 1966, 1966

The Green HouseThe Green House, 1968, 1968  

Conversation in the CathedralConversation in the Cathedral, 1975 , 1975 

Captain Pantoja and the Special ServiceCaptain Pantoja and the Special Service, , 
19781978

Aunt Julia and the ScriptwriterAunt Julia and the Scriptwriter, 1982 , 1982 

The War of the End of the WorldThe War of the End of the World, 1984 , 1984 

Who Killed Palomino Molero?Who Killed Palomino Molero?, 1987 , 1987 

The StorytellerThe Storyteller , ,  1989 1989 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Time_of_the_Hero
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Green_House
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conversation_in_the_Cathedral
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Captain_Pantoja_and_the_Special_Service
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aunt_Julia_and_the_Scriptwriter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_War_of_the_End_of_the_World
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Who_Killed_Palomino_Molero%3F
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Storyteller_%28novel%29
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BooksBooks

Death in the AndesDeath in the Andes, 1996 , 1996 
The Feast of the GoatThe Feast of the Goat, 2002 , 2002 
The Bad GirlThe Bad Girl, 2007 , 2007 
El sueño del celtaEl sueño del celta ( (The Dream of the The Dream of the 

CeltCelt) ) 20102010

García Márquez: Story of a Deicide,García Márquez: Story of a Deicide,  19711971
A Writer’s RealityA Writer’s Reality,, 1991 1991

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_in_the_Andes
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